CSIRO Early Research Career (CERC) Postdoctoral Fellow Experience

Make an impact
At CSIRO, we solve the greatest challenges through innovative science and technology. We want CERC Postdoc Fellows to join our world class science, engineering, and digital teams to solve these big, complex problems that make a real difference to the future of Australia and the world.

Make an impact on the world with us; grow your skills, apply your talent and broaden your horizon.

CSIRO is your national science agency and Australia’s innovation catalyst. We solve the greatest challenges through innovative science and technology.

Shaping the future
CSIRO’s Early Research Career (CERC) Postdoctoral Fellowship program aims to develop the next generation of leaders of the innovation system. Grow your skills, apply your talent and broaden your horizons with us and beyond.

JOIN Australia’s national science, engineering and digital research agency to solve the world’s biggest challenges
DO innovative, exciting work that delivers social, economic and environmental impact
BE INVOLVED in cutting edge research projects
USE YOUR SKILLS to solve complex problems on a national and global stage

JOIN diverse teams and work with world class impact driven research leaders
OPPORTUNITIES to develop skills and experience in collaborative research teams to effectively work within national and global multi/transdisciplinary and multi-stakeholder environments
IMMERSE YOURSELF in an inclusive culture where a diversity of minds and views are welcomed and you are valued
COLLABORATE with a large number of industry, university, community and government partners
ACTIVE MANAGEMENT of work, career aspirations and goals with the help of dedicated staff and resources

ACCESS world class National Research Infrastructure
EXCELLENT tools, support and resources to bring your work to life
BENEFIT from a comprehensive suite of customised professional development opportunities, including a focus on growing your career
BE REWARDED through our rewards and recognition programs and generous working conditions

GENUINE work/life balance and flexibility
FOSTER the next generation of STEM researchers through education and external outreach
TRAVEL to collaborate with partners on a national or global stage
ACCESS a differentiated career development program to deliver capability excellence and breadth across all facets of the national innovation system
RESEARCH TRAINING via strategic research and development projects with a clear focus that will deliver real impact through science and engineering excellence
EXCELLENT ON-BOARDING EXPERIENCE and established CERC Postdoc Fellow networks and forums
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